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The Rollins Sandspur, Florida's
oldest college newspaper, was
established In 1894 with the following
editorial:
"Unassuming yet mighty, sharp and
pointed, well rounded yet many sided, assldlously tenacious, yet as gritty
and tenacious as Its name Implies,
victorious In single combat and
therefore without peer, wonderfully
attractive and extensive In circulation, all these will be forced upon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of the Sandspur."
The Rollins Sandspur Is a publication produced by the students of
Rollins College. Sandspur offices are
located In the Student Center, Rollins
College. The Rollins Sandspur Is produced at the Type People, 722 W.
Smith St., Orlando, Fl. and printed at
the Oviedo outlook. Oviedo, FL.
In an effort to establish a continuing
dialogue within the Rollins community, the Rollins Sandspur promotes
discussion lndlgenlous to the
scholastic environment. Therefore this
paper encourages students to voice
their opinions or concerns on pertinent Issues in the form of letters to the
editor.
Letters will be printed on a spaceavailable basis. All letters must be
received by the Monday before the
paper appears. All letters should be
addressed: Editor, Rollins Sandspur,
Box 2742, Rollins College.

Interview:
by-Jay Warba
·The fotlowing interview JW: Would you say that the
was conducted with Rollins' senat~ is a pretty p9werJess
SGA ·President Bob Boyd:
group as it exisJ~ right now?
Jay Werba: What do you do They don't do· much, do
as the SGA President?
they?
Bob Boyd: Basically, I'm a BB: I agree with you in the
public relations man and I sense that all the senate
direct all policy. I form does right now is introduce
cohesion between the ad- legislation and vote. But
ministration and the stu- we're trying to trans_(orm the
dents.
senate -as ·1 mentioned ear-'
JW: What did you want to tier so that it will have more
accomplish or change power. The senate has done
before you became SGA some things this year. We
president?
·
have 5000 dollars to
BB: When I was first a sena- establish 5 new scholartor, the senate was basically ships. Forty-seven percent ·
a body with no power. All the . of the student body is . on
power rested with the fac- student aid. Then · there's
ulty student committees , another group that is able to
such as campus life, finan- afford the full tuition. Then
cial aid, etc.- So basically, it there's the group in between
was a body of 40 students .who can barely afford the
that weren't in · touch with tuition payments but don't
what was happening around qualify for financial aid. So
campus. The first thing that I this Rollins College Student
did as vice-president was Endowment fund (5,000
that John Wright and I dollars) -is aimed at the
passed a bill saying that a middle group that is
senator must be on each of struggling by. Since it's the
these committees; there- first student run financail
fore, there must be a senator aid ever at the school, we
on Campus Life, Financial feel that other student orAid, etc. That way, every ganizations such as Kappa,
time the senate met, then -AOC, Fine Arts, etc., as one
they could report from each of their philanthopies,
of their committees and we donate money for the good
would have direct relations of their fellow students. We
between the senate and the hope that the 5 scholarships
committees. That would will proliferate in the future.
give the senate more power.
If we have 12 thousand dolJW: What about the election lars, then we'll give out 12
process, isn't it pretty much scholarships. We have 5
just a popularity contest? scholarships right now that
Particularly with the fresh- are going to be given out in
man. The're elected right at March.
the beginning of the year beWe're also in the process
fore anyone could possibly of developing the credit/noknow their views. It seems credit goal system. We've
to me that freshmen with already submitted it to the
the prettiest posters are the curriculum committee, but
ones who get elected.
they haven't acted on it yet.
BB: I agree with you, it is a Right now, you have credit/
popularity contest and I no-credit and if you geat
don't think you can avoid it. above c-, you get credit, if
One of the reasons is you get below c-, you don't.
because it's so early in the What we're trying to enact is
year. We're going to try and this: you set a goal for
institute a new system yourself, let's say I set a
whereas, instead of a per- · goal of an A- in a class. If I
son running for a senate get.an A-, then I get the grate
position; they would ·iAstead A-. If I get a B + , then I just
run for a position on the ad- get the credit. If i don't pass,
missions committee or any then I get the fail.
other faculty/student com- JW: If you had an excess of
mittee. So the person would, money at the end of the
be senate/admissions year, what kinds of things,
committee. So the senate do you think, could the SGA
would still meet, but the purchase that would benefit
whole senate would also be the Rollins community? For
on those committees. So instance, a Rollins bus or a
you've increased your power few vans for the students to
considerably. We would also use for trips to concerts and
delay the elections, because other trips.
those special progrms posi- BB: I tt:link that it's a great
tions are only changed in idea. We don't know how
March.
much surplus we'll have, but

If we do, I think .it's a great
idea. ·rd personally support
it but I don't know if the
senate would.
JW: How about the Student
Center-what could be
done to renovate that hunk
of marble?
BB: I want to make a comment on that. When I was
the vice-president with John
Wright, we attempted to
take some of.the money we
had to renovate that and put
in carpets and couches and
TV's and soda machines.
We wanted to make it more
of a student gathering place.
As we were attempting to do
this, the administration told
us that anything we wanted
to structurally change, we
had to talk to them about it
first. We talked to the administration and they said
that they could take care of
it out of their budget. So far,
nothing has been done.
JW: One thing that has been
lacking · for years and one
thing that people have been
complaining about for years
is extended library hours. It
seems to me that it would
be fairly simple to amend
this situation.
BB: I agree totally. The
library is run by people who
think that if you extend the
hours, students will reek
havoc. What we did last year
was we went to talk to
personnel and we offered
them SGA money in order t~
pay the salaries because
one of their excuses was
that they didn't have enough
work study students to stay
open 24 hours. We offered
SGA money and I'm sure
that there were students
around who could have used
the money and would have
been willing to spend the
night supervising the library.
Personnel said that they'd
work on it, but when they
went to talk to the library
officials, they said that they
wouldn't give us an all night
study area because they
said that there had to be
some sort of high official
there. We offered to pay for
it, we had the money and
everything, but they just
wouldn't go for it.
JW: Is there anything that
you'd like to add?
BB: I just want to stress that
the senate is doing alot of
things even though we're
going to transform it. I just
want to make the point that
this is an open forum and
anyone is welcome to sit in.
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GREEKS: Are they allve and well?
By Diana Chrlssis '83
Since 1917, when the first who was presented with a petisocial fraternities were estab- tion in support of the KAs signlished at Rollins College, con- ed by some 700 Rollinns
troversy has surrounded the _ students. The appeal was
presence of "Greek" organiza- denied, and the president, in -an
tions on campus. Generally, the emotional and convincing
Greek system has flourished at speech to the Rollins communiRollins and across the country, ty, clarified the facts surrounsurviving the Depression, the ding the decision and e~presswar years, and even struggling ed his personal thoghts on the
through the campus era of inde- issue.
pendence and individuality in
the '60s and early '70s. Although the system has been
"It is my express
subjected to close scrutiny over
wish that every
the decades, Rollins presently
hosts ten national and two local
student who
fraternities and sororities.
enters Rollins
Last year attention was
become
a fraterfocused on the decision of the
College's student-faculty Housnity member."·
ing Review Board to remove
Hamilton Holt, 1932

"There is a law
which brings men
together in groups;
it acts like the law of
gravity, and regardless of what is done
_t(! divert it, it holds
true. Thus we have
the college
fraternity."
Dr. Charles Wesley Flint
Chancellor, Syracuse
University
1935

group housing privileges from
the Kappa Alpha Order (KA) fraternity. The decision came after
the fraternity, which had been
placed on probation last fall because of considerable damage
done to its facilities, failed to
promote itself from probationary status during the spring review. Three years ago the KAs,
following three successive
years on social probation, lost
their place in Lyman Hall and
were reassigned to the extensively refurbished basement of
the Hugh F. McKean Hall, now
considered prime housing. This
was the first serious action
taken against a fraternal organization since 1972, when the
College revoked the charter of
the Si ma Nu Fraternity.
Althoug the kAs remain an active chapter and may participate in any fraternal activities,
they may not live together as a
formal group on the Rollins
campus. However, the fraternity
may appear before the Housing
Review Board in March and, if
approved, could regain housing
privileges next year.
The College's decision concerning the KAs resulted in a
peaceful protest by members of
the fraternity as well as a formal
appeal by the group to Rollins
President Thaddeus Seymour,

"At issue, in my view, are the
values and standards, expectations and aspirations of this institution," he said. "It is a time
that I must - and I invite you to
join me - take stock of the integrity of this institution, our
ability to sustain a system of
governance which involves
students and faculty and staff
together, and finally, our ability
to achieve the quality which we
have set as our goal for our
Centennial in 1985. I believe
deeply that the issue of quality
applies-equally to every aspect
of this institution; no individual
or organization is exempt; the
KAs are not exempt."
The KA issue, and the controversy surrounding it, resulted in
an informal reassessment of

"To be a fraternity member is
to be a man who
has lost his
individuality. He
must do as the
rest of the boys
do whether he
personally feels
that it is the
right or wrong
thing and he
·conformms to
the whim of the
mob.

From a report on fraternities written by a group
of Rollins men, circa 1947

the state of the Greek system at
Rollins by members of the College community.
According to David Lord ' 69,

Comptroller of the College and
former Director of Housing,
forty-five percent of the Ronins
student body belong to Greekletter organizations. In terms of
membership, Rollins sororities
are strong and in fact on an
upswing, said Lord. He gave the
fraternities mixed reviews,
however. While several fraternities have experienced a
steady increase in membership
over the past few years, others
appear to be losing ground.
Nationally, Greek organizations are continuing to rebound
from -the severe depletion of
their ranks which occurred during the '60s and early '70s. Lord
attributes this resurgence first,
to the sense of belonging that
these organizations convey and
second, to the fact that today's
college students are the offspr-

"Fraternities will
disappear only
when. und_ergradua te
members do not
wish to join
them."
Tomokan, 1930

ing of "Go Greek" parents who
were in college when the Greek
system was in its heyday.
- In assessing the Greek
organizations at Rollins, Dr.
Bari Watkins, Dean of the College, drew parallels between the
responsibility of the College for
a student's personal, social and
intellectual development annd
the role the Greek system
should play in aiding this
development. In theory, said
Watkins, fraternities and
sororities supplement the student's intellectual and personal
growth through peer counseling. The leadership roles within
these _organizations help the
student develqp a higher sense
of self-esteem and empowerment. T_hrough self-governance,
the individual and the group
develops a sense of social
responsibility.
Dean Watkins sees Greek
organizations falling short of
their own ideals as well as the
College's when they appear to
promote socializing over the
seriousness of academic matters. She observes that many
Greeks "make it seem 'nerdish'
to study. They also tend to provide ready-made identities instead of letting the students
form their own.'~ From a
sociological perspective,
Watkins points out that by their
nature, single-sex communities
(i.e., fraternity and sorority
houses) do not encourage
members to develop adult

As evidenced by the KA J
cross-sex relationships V{hich
are - not romantic in -·nature. dent, the issue of housing h
focused considerable attentl
T_here is a need, she believes,
for all people to have cqrdial, · on the Greeks: David Lo
recalls that a critical change
Rollins came in the mid
with the establishment of t
"We believe
Housing Review Board, wh
developed criteria for evalua
these organizagroups occupying altemat
tions do not
housing facilities. Lord belie
have a positive
that the housing review syste
has had a positive effect on t
impact on the
Greeks in that it has fore
students and
them to show their purpose a
our educational
live up to their ideals. A goal
the Rollins housing program
mission but on
to move eventually to complet
the contrary
ly self-governed houses. All b
have a highly
.one Greek house have
self-managed, successfully, f
negative effect.
several years. In this way, t
We believe furGreeks are helping the Colleg
live up to one of its goals.
ther that our
Another critical change h
energies can be
been the growing number of a
better utilized in
proved special interest grou
at Rollins. For as the number
this com-m unity
such groups has increased,
of scholars were
has concern over the availabm
this pervasive
of "prime housing" areas, mo
of which are occupied by Gr;
and deliterious
organizations. Many of th
influence
Greeks have occupied the sam
removed from
house since their founding an
have
invested heavily in ref
the campus."
bishing and redecorating the
Statement accompanying
facility. The thought of rotatin
a proposed resolution to
abolish all fraternities
and sororities on the
Rollins campus, sub"Men tend to
mitted by three Rollins
become 'pals'
faculty, 1973

trusting, respectful relationships with members of the opposite sex.
Nancy Brown '84, last year's
president of the Panhellenic
group overseeing all sororities,
believes that Rollins has a
"relatively strong Greek
system," though she admits the
system has its shortcomings.
When asked how the system
could be improved, both Brown
and Watkins answered that
foremost is the need for better
relations between the Greeks
and the College's administration and faculty. "Lack of communication has resulted in a lot
of misconceptions about what
the Greeks are and what they
stand for," said ·Brown. "In-th'e
past, Greek faculty advjsors
generally have been a tok~n.
There has been little exchanged
between them and the Greek
organizations." She alluded to
sororities suffering from a "party" image which she says has
resulted largely from the actions of fraternities. Brown added that there is also a need for
greater interaction among the
Greeks. "More interaction
would help dissolve the
stereotypes that currently
exist," she believes.

with the members of their own
fraternities exclusively, but in
this way they
are more likely
to have a wide
group of intimates than if
they were left
to their own
devices in forming associa
tions."
Tomokan, 1932

special interest groups in prime
housin_g: facilities and destroy
ing years of tradition brings
cries of despair from Grd
students and alumni as well. l
some extent, the Greeks vie
the Housing Review Board as
threat to their secure place I
their respective houses.
President Seymour points o
that the Greeks suffer from
embattled mind-set which th
must overcome if they are
survive. "It seems that se
criticism shows disloyalty
CONT. PAGE 5
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senate Misuse of s_
tudent tees·
bylethlapp
Please note that the fol- Greenberg ore the Sand-·
lowing column does not spur's former entertainment ·
necessarily represent the and sports editors ·respecopinions of the Sandspur tively. Many- people exeditors or staff members.
presse_
d surprise that the
Recently, the SGA Senate SGA decided .t o give so
saw flt to give money from much money for a pubour student fees to two stu- lication that will mirror the
dents: David Sarney and efforts of the Sandspur.
Among them was Dee
David Greenberg. They will
be given S1200 at first to Zeidenberg, president of
fund a new student publi- Fine Arts Hous~. who thinks it
cation, and another Sl 200 _ unfair that the new pornIf their magazine is success- phlet will receive money
ful, bringing the total allot- when other groups are in
ment to $2400, a sum need of funds and unable
larger than the yearly bud- to receive them. "We asked ·
gets of 9 out of the 12 stu- for S1000," she stated,
dent organizations. This and we only received
mini-magazine," or S750. Now, as Fine Arts gets
pamphlet, will be called more popular we find we
Axis, and will feature · are unable to pay for the
entertainment and sports, programs we need to
two of the major depart- _ have."
Marina Tanco, president
ments already covered in
of the International Club,
the Sandspur.
The fact that these part- was- similarly upset. After
icular departments are mel'.)tioning that, like Fine
being featured is no coin- Art$, International , Club
cidence, for Sarney and couldn't afford to have
11

GREEKS

'many activities, sh~ said, 1 Krebs expressed surprise at
just · don't understand why th·e - senate decision to
they gave money for some- spend so much money in
thing like tharinstead of to this - fashion saying, "It
groups -who already exist -seems to me that the
and need the money." The money could be used for
SGA pr~mised to review.the · things that would be more
International Clubs' budget beneficial to the campus."
this fall, but it has not yet
Taryn Waltke, member of
done so. ·
the Philosophy and Religion
.Members of Pinehurst, a Club agreed. "I think that
student group with the other things could be more
lowest budget allotment of _stimulating to the campus,"
-any on campus~ were also she said, "and I'm very disupset. Karen Korn, a appointed with the SGA's
member of the Steering decision."
Committee, explained, "We
Student worries about the
only received S222 for the amount of money spent on
entire year. The SGA said this pamphlet are not
that they would review our unfounded. In fact, SGA
budget when fall started, comptroller Ken Feldman
but they haven't done admitted, There is a definite
so ...Later, when we asked possibility of a deficit from
when our budget would be this year, because of the
reviwed, we were told that senate;s overexpenditures,
there wasn't enough and we may need to raise
money to give us more."
student fees because of it."
Although ECO received
the S1160 it needed this
year, member Michelle
11
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Holiday Packets
from Career Center
Packets contain materials
that are useful in career planning, graduate schools and the
job search. They are geared to
the interests of each class. Stop
by to pick one up before you
head home for the holidays.

Books
Holiday time can be a productive time for .using some of the
resource books on career
brainstorming and job search
skills. Starting December 12,
you can sign out these books
until January 7, 1985.

"TICKET TO. ROCK"

FROM PAGE 4

external criticism is always
classified as biased," he said.
The Greek system has some
trouble, he believes, in responding to the changing needs of
society, thus creating a sort of
generation gap. "If the Greeks
lived up to what they say ·they
are about, then they wou Id be
accomplishing their mission
and contributing to the wealth
of the College. The organizations that come close st to
fulfilling their mission have .
alums who care and come
around."

So, yes, the Greeks-are alive
and getting along fairly well at
Rollins. The general consensus
seems to be that the fraternities
and' sororities, like all .campus
organizations, need to apply
their "reason for being" to their
reason for being at Rollins.
There is one thing certain:
Greeks will remain hot topic
for discussion as long as they
are a part of Rollins College.
Now, repeat after me: Alpha,
beta, delta, gamma, epsilon ...

"If f ra tern ities
and sororities
knew what it
really means to
be each other's
keeper it would
enhance their
learning
experience."
President Thaddeus
Seymour, 1984
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PART III IS HERE!
Listen for ~etails on how you can win a great vacation and the best seats
in the house for the hottest concerts around the world .. Simply fill ouf
your ''Ticket To Rock" entry blank, mail it to WDIZ and listen to win.

Entry blanks are available on the back of bumper
stickers, or use the form below ..

And Keep Rockin' Orlando!!

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
TELEPHONE(
) _ _ _ _ _ AGE _ __
Heep Ljsten•na To WDIZ For Detajls
On How You Can w•ntH
MAIL TO WDIZ
2699 Lee Road Suite 470
Winter Park, FL 32789
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What do you think: Are final exams necessary?
compiled by Angela Nardi
photos by Maria Lepore

Mary Beth Remsburg
(Junior) ''We need finals to
have the reinforcement of
the material. It is necessary for the student to have
feedback on his progress."

Jackie VanDuzen (Sophomore) "Everyone just
crams for two days and
when they finish the exam
they forget everything anyway. There is no point for
the exams, unless of course
to raise your grade."

John Bonura (Junior) "I
have always hated finals.
They are a waste of time.
They cover an exorbitant
amount of material which I
feel is unreasonable. However, there must be a means
of evaluation.

Andre Laflamboy (Freshman) "I think there should
be finals but they should not
be comprehensive. The material should be from the
midterm and on."

Rich Balsam (Senior)
"Finals are necessary
because it is the only real
gauge to see if you have
learned anything.

Ron Jones (Freshman)
"Finals are the best way to
evaluate someone's performance in school."

-Katy Sullivan (Senior) "I'm
in favor of exams because
they usually help my grade. I
do better at the end of the
semester than I do in the
beginning."

Seth Feinberg (S
omore) "Finals should
be given when they are
ing badly in class. Stud
&houldn't be pressured
studying for a big test w
they are packing and get
ready to go home."

John Talucci (Senior)
"Finals are necessary, but I
think they should be given
the same amount of weight
when grading. I think there
shou Id be more exams in
classes."

Facing the critics
By Susan Skorupa
DENVER, CO (CPS) - Snugly
ensconced in an elegant
downtown Denver hotel room,
Lisa Birnbach, road-weary and
fidgety, devours equal doses of
ice-blue throat lozenges and
Vantage cigarettes.
Her new perm has failed and
the cold she's fighting is winning.
But while this promotional
tour for her new book, "The College Book," is taking a toll, Birnback is resolutely cheerful and
outspoken.
Bimbach has been on the
road for much of the past four
years, first promoting her 1981
best-seller, ''The Preppie Hand-

book," then researching and
promoting ''The College Book,"
released this September.
In the last three years, she
has run an exhausting gauntlet,
exploring nearly 300 campuses
in 50 states for the book.
The results are reviews of 186
schools' programs, environments and student populations, interspersed with charts,
graphs, quizzes and essays
designed to help students
weather the storms of higher
education.
While college officials from
California to Florida are attacking "The College Book" as a
"sloppy, inaccurate piece of

work," and calling it "frivolous
and silly," the author this month started a national tour of
schools to promote it.
Even the schools dismissing
her work as sloppy and abysmal
are inviting her back, anticipating an updated edition in
1985.
Bimbach, for example, last
week handily charmed an audience at Indiana University of
Pennsylvania, which she'd condemned in her book as home of
the ugliest male students in
America.
"A lot of schools that aren't
happy with what I wrote are
assailing my research techni-

ques and condemning tne college, a great job was to
book," Birnbach admits. '~But I at PBS in Boston. Now, a
have not been djsinv~ted unin- job is simply something
vited or condemned to the point pays $24,000 upon gradua
But a certain amount of
where they don't want me
·tion is good. Bimbach
back."
"I think the book tiptoes a cedes. "It's better than no
fine line -between being infor- tion, which is what a lot
mative and amusing," she con- had in the sixties
tends. "It's a fun book and seventies."
The idea for the book c
should be read as a fun book.
But there are some serious her while on a campus I
tour for ''The Prepple
points."
"Everything in terms of book."
"I wrote an article for'
values is so different," she
sighs. "Money is the biggest Stone' about the mood on
factor in the lives of American puses in the 1980s," s
college students right now. Ir.
,the seventies, when I attended

A Burdines Optical Contact
Lens Gift Certificate Is The Gift Of
Vision.
Bausch.& Lomb Regular So.ft Contacts

- - - -. s49 __._ _ _ __
Bausch & Lomb 30-Day Extended Wear
Soft Contacts s _ _ _ _ _ __

79

·Bausch & Lomb or Ciba Tinted Soft
Contacts
- - - s79 _ _ _ _ __

Fine Food & Billiard Establishment
Tournament Tables
Happy Hour 4 p.m.-7 p.m. Everyday

Prices do not Include eye exam.

Our free 60-day trial wearing plan on all contacts
guarantees your satisfaction or the price of the lenses
will be refunded.
Sale good through December 31, 1984.

1025 W. Fairbanks• Winter Park• 647-3354 : -

Altamonte Mall 830-2398
Orlando Fashion Square 896-5398
Volusia Mall 254-3224

1nes

OPTICAL & CONTACT LENS CENTER
Optical Dept. Closed Sunda.y

Orlarldo gets_it~-Fixx
by Margaret O'Sulllvan
The Flxx Is a band that attracts a diverse
three dimensional feellng to It. -Visual
audience. The crowd ttiat attended their
effects were flashed onto them, and occa•
concert at the Bob Carr Auditorium on·. No·
slonally Curnln would sneak behind one of
them. The.lightlng was dazzllng, Including vember 28 was proof enough of that.
People In Blue Oyster Cult T-shirts sat ne-l(t
· a computer controlled system that would .
to people wearing spikes and earrings.
· alternately Illuminate the auditorium and
then switch to black lighting.
who wer~ trying to see over the people In
the front row wt,o were wearing lzods and
In "One Thing Leads To Another," Curnln
Oxfords.
sings, "Commu,nlcate without your body,
please." It's a good thing that he doesri't :·
The English band has enjoyed success
follow his own advice. Curnln's moves
on b~th AOR and Top 40 stations. After
were perhaps the highlight:of the show. He
opening up for major groups such as the
roamed around.the stage constantly,
Pollce In the past, this Is the first time The
Flxx has headlined a tour,-supportlng their " sometimes crawling on all fours, other
times reaching i_n to the air, trying to touchlatest album, Phantoms.
·
something that only he could see. He '
After a falrly well-received set by Wham•brought out a walkie talkie for "Are We OuraRama ("Shut Up and Kiss Me"), the stage
selves",.the same one used In the Flxx's
was set fo.r The Flxx. The musicians ·
video foF that song, and d~eled with the
appeared one by one. First, drummer
g~ltar player with It.
Adam Woods, followed by bassist Danny
The Flxx gave the audience at Bob Carr
K. Brown, then keyboard player Rupert
CJ good show. Their music_appeals to a
Greenan. Woods bunched over his drum
wide range of people, and after the.last ·
set, almost ducklng behind the cymbals.
song, "0.n e Thing Leads To Another" every·
Brown stood stock still next to the drums,
one left satisfied with the show.
only moving his feet occasionally to tap a

Every Thursday
Ladies' Nite

·

Free Champ.agne 8:30-11:30
$2.50 PITCHERS

· bass ·p edal. Greenall moved around
constantly from keyboard to k'yboard on
the 1,ft of the stage.
. The famlllar echoing chords of Jamie ·
West-Oram were heard off-stage, and then
the guitarist strolled Into sight, to th_. appre·
clatlve screams of the crowd. Finally,
singer Cy Curnln appe~red, popplng up
from a hatch from underneath the stage.
The cheering Increased as he took the
mike and the set began.
The hour and a half show Included all of
the Flxx's well known hits - "Stand or
Fall",."saved By Zero", "Red Skies", and
"One Thing Leads To Another''. The set also
Included songs from Phantoms. Curnln
began one song with, "It's time for our
generation to stop 'Losfng Face'." He Intro·
.duced "Less Cities, More Moving People"
_ by saying, "Students - rdo you know we
have the same old teachers?"
Both Cy Curnln and Adam Woods attend·
ed drama scho9I, and the Flxx's stage pre·
sentatlon reflects that. Th~ee screens were
arranged at the back of the stage, giving a
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Big Country get seri_ous

B~S~DES

Album revIewSteeltown- Big Country

music news
by David Samey
NEWS;.-A benefit for the children of late
Motown great Marvin Gaye will be held In LA ·
on the 29th of January. The show, which will
be taped for television, will feature a laser
light show, concert footage of Gaye, and .
dancers. (Mick)· Jagger is the most famous .............
rock star in the world," .says author Timothy
White. White, who is famous for his biography
of · Bob Marley, "Catch A fire", is currently.
working on a new book which he says will
prove that rock and roll is not linked to
rebellion against the social structure. Howard ..,....,...
Jones has a new video planned for release in
early next year. The nine song video album
will be titled, "Howard Jones: Like to Get to
Know You Well." Ex-Supreme Mary Wilson will
be writing her autobiography with Maureen J. ·
O'Brien of the LA Times. the book will be call- ·
ed "Dream Girl: My Life as A Supreme," and
will be available through St. Martin's Press.
Members of NRBQ are working cheap. The
four are playing the roles of zombies in a new
film called uDay Of The Dead" for S1 a day
and lunch. Sheena Easton will be tying the .............
knot this Januqry with Rob Light in L.A A
school for three-hundred deaf and blind
children in ~outh Africa will be getting a
sizable donation from the group Queen. The
band has decided to donate all of the profits
from the South African Joles of their record, .........~
"Queen Live" 'to • the school. The Ip has
already gone gold. Morris Day, the villian from
· "Purple Rain will be starring in several new
films in the future, and he is also expected to
release an album sometime soon. His band,
The Time has recently broken up. Prof.
Lawrence Wallack of the University of California (at Berkeley) c laims, in a report just
released, that watching soap operas may
actually be good for you. The study praises
the way in which the dayfime dramas depict
the effects of drug and alcohol abuse,_saying ...........
that many people ·are influenced by the actions of the characters. The best soap to
watch, claims the report, is AII My Children."
David Lee Roth Is getting together with Edgar
Winter to work on material for Winter1s next Ip.
A releose dale has not yet been set for the
project. Charles Manson is looking for a
recording contract. The convicted mass
murderer has recently sent out several demo
tapes, which he cut in jail, to record company
exec's. S9 far no one is willing to sign the excult leader.
11
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NEW VINYL-Heaven 17, How Men Are, UB40,
Geffery Morgan, Mqdonna, Like A Virgin,
Golden Earing, Something tteavy Going
Down, XTC, The Big Express, Men Without
Hats, Where the Boys Go, Laurre Anderson ....,.i-+-. . .
United States Live, Tina Tumer, Mini, The Tex:
tones, Midnight Mission, The Nails, Mood
Swln.
IN THE WORKS-Boby Bylan, The Police, George
Thorogood, Eric Clapton, Cat Stevens.
CONCERTS-Bruce Springsteen ( 12/ 7
Tallahassee), REO Speedwagon (12/4
Lakeland), Aerosmlth (12/20 Orlando),
Triumph (1/17 Lakeland), Iron Maiden &
Twisted Sister (2/15 Lakeland).

Margaret O'Sullivan .
Many have knocked
Rock for being harmful, useless, or just plain silly. Admittedly, there are some cases
when all of those accuse- ·
tions_are true, but enough
about Motley Crue. We're _·
-talking about another kind _
·of music here. Big Country's
music.
Stuart Adamson writes
what he thinks, whether it
be the Falklands War, ·the
gap between unions and
management, or simply the lnthe ·album's first ,_..single,
Adamson gets credit for
gaps that people construct.- ·where the Rose is Sown,"· all of the lyrics, while the
between· themselves and - a young man goes off to entire band contributes to
each other.. More import- war ond thinks," I hold the the music. Mark Brezezicki
antly, he writes .what he . rifle close to me. It lig~ts the is an excellent drummer
feels.
way to set me free. Our - but he avoids the indulgent
Singer_
guitarist · name will · never die, this drum solos that other drumAdamson and the rest of time will be forever." He mers think they have to put
Big Country - guitarist Bruce .dies in battle, leaving a wife into each song. His drumWatson, bassist Tony butler behind. Her story is contin- · ming is felt throughout the
and drummer Mark Brez-- ued · in . the next song, entire album. ' Adding to
ezicke - have once again · · Come · back to Me." - . the usual Big Country "big
managed to release a rec- . 1have your child inside.me, drum sound" are the guitord that deals with social but you will never know. ors of Adamson and
issues wUhout becoming I never. will forget you as I Watson. The two continually trade riffs with each
preachy, and belts out stir- · watch that child grow."
ring .music without· hitting
Steeltown also deals with other, combining crashing
·YOU over the head with it. the dignity of the working
chords with careening
.Their latest record, Steel- man, something
that leads. Their work is a bit
town,
reinforces
the Adamson feels is being tougher in spots, tending a
groundwork laid . by the trampled on. Jne title track harder edge to songs such
band's ftrst album, and is based on the Corby as "Flame of the West." Bass
takes It even further.
Steelworks in Northern Eng- player Tony Butler manages
Perhaps the most striking. land. Unemployed Scottish to keep up with them, while
thing about this album is _dockwc;>rkers moved their still maintaining the rhythm
the quality of the· lyrics. · families to Corby to run the with Brezezicki.
They resemble ·. ballads, steelmill .there, only to be ✓ All in all, this is a very
bringing·to mind the band's told that it was unproduc- good album.
Adamson
Scottish heritage. Fields of tive and had to be shut said it best: Music must
Fire" dealt with the trage~y down. The ·song's lyrics re- be a human thing if it is to
of war, and songs on_Steel-. fleet the despair that entire survive - it must communtown continue th_
a t idea. In families felt - "There I stand icate and send that shiver
Tall Ships Go", a man re- _with all my kin, ~t the end · down your spine." Toss out
gards his adversary and of -everything. Finally the your synthesizer and span- thinks, "if you're the enemy, . dream is gone. I've ·had dex pants, Biff, Big Country
then you look a lot li~e me." enough of hanging on.""
is here.
·
I
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Lennon's -irst-prolect-a s·uccess
by Margaret O'Sulllvan
Forget for a moment that
Julian Lennon's father was
John Lennon, and that he looks exactly like.hfm: Forget that Julian _ Lennon's
voice Is Incredibly similar to
his father's, and that he has
the same musical mind.
What, are you kidding? It's
Impossible I
Comparisons
between
the two are lnevltable. The
music on Valotte, the debut
album from 22 year-old
Julian Lennon, Is very much
like John Lennon's work In
the early 70's. But the
younger Lennon Is not a
clone of his father. .Valotta

holds. Its own as a good
album, without the tag of
being the music of- "John
Lennon's son".
The title track ts alreadY
on the American Top 40
chart, and moving upward.
You can expect to hear
more from this album as
well. Too late for Goodbyes" and 0.K. For You"
both seem to be likely singles. Lennon Is not a guitarist, but plays just about
every other instrument on
the album. Most of the
songs rely more on the keyboard than the guitar. For
the most part, the lyrics are
11

11

upbeat, but a few songs,
such as Valotte", are pen,
slve ballads. On . Well I
don't Know" Lenr,on sings
JIThere'·s· one thing I gottct
ask.
Is there life aftet
death?"
Julian Lennon couldnever change his name to
Joe Schlabotnlk and think
that no one would recognize his voice, which Is eerily
similar to his Dadrs. But he
doesn't need to. Valotte
shows that despite the slmllarttles between father and
son, Julian Lennon Is a
good musician on his own
terms.
11
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Facing the/ critics
FROM

PAGE 6

plains. "It s_
eemed like a nat~ral
move for me to write the book
since I was going to campuses
anyway."
Birnbach applied formally to
every school on her list, approaching each through official
channels and requesting time
to conduct her research.
Only one school, Washington
and Jefferson College in Penn- ·
sylvania, refused her request.
Birnbach's critics claim ·she
wasn't on any campus long
enough to write credible
reviews. Others are angered by
her pronouncements.
Her claim that the Iowa State
campus is ·"fraught with
sameness" and "filled with
students who look alike" drew
howls of· protest from ISU administrators who conclude the
book is. "probably filled with inaccuracies and - possibly
slanderings."
Florida State · University officials claim Birnbaoh's FSU
review listed inaccurate SAT
scores, misspelled a residence
hall name and named a
"famous murderer" as an alum
when he had never attended the ·
school.

The

PINK ·
FLAMINGO

A Franklin and Marshall
University spokesman · says
"The factual errors are just ap-_
palling, bad enough to call into
question the thoroughness of
her research
and
her
credibility."
"I wasn't there to trash the
school," Birnbach asserts. "I
was there to find out what was
good about it and what it felt
like."
While the. University of
Hawaii has the best beach, it
also offers the worst food.
The U. of Wyoming's "highest
campus in elevation" award
compliments its top ranking in
the "most serious drinkers" and
"best party school" categories.
Other notab!e accolades
went to Boston U., most promiscuous; Oral Roberts University, least promiscuous; Ohio
State, worst bureaucracy, annd
Cal Tech, worst hygiene.
Besides visiting each campus, Birnbach waded through
5000 nine-page student questionaires, some with typed addenda of students' opinions
about their schools.

·clothing Company
•- e Vintage Clothing .
Men and Women

Victorian
through
1950s

1217 ½ N Orange Ave
Orlando, FL 32804
(305) 898-7228

...
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Drug abuse. examined
By Frida Layy
On November 9, 1984, the
faculty conducted a colloquium
' lead by Judy Provost and
ADEPT Task Force member,
Lillie Brock, in order to discuss
the alcohol/drug abuse that is
rampant on campus. As an attending student, I expected a lot
of one-sided "us against them"
talk. I was wrong. After Brock, a
veritable walking dictionary of
dru_
g -info, spoke on assorted
facts and figures about drug
abuse, Dr. Provost divided the
faculty into three groups who
were to address questions on
drug/alcohol abuse including:
What are your rights as a faculty member in a classroom situation where a student is under
the influence? What messages
90 students and faculty receive
about alcohol and drug use:
from other students? from administration? faculty? the institution as a whole?
The discussion that followed
was very encouraging. Most
agreed that students drink out
of boredom with the intention of
getting drunk, a goal not shared
with older (and more mature)

alcohol users. Ways of dealing ·
.with students stoned and/or
hung-over in class were
discussed and many suggestions were made for improving
the environment with respects
toward reducing drug/alcohol
abuse. The most important and
promising suggestion was
made by Dr. Glennon who
brought up the existence of a
barrier of discomfort between
students and faculty which
could be ·a definite contributor
to the alcohol abuse on campus. She went on to speak of a
faculty/student informal party
that took place November 15.
Sherry was served at the party
and the occasion helped both .
students and faculty. The
general feeling this meeting left
me with is that for the most
part, the faculty is very concerned about the mental and
physical health of our students
and feels an obligation to step
in with guidance to help us
make intelligent, responsible
decisions regarding the social
use of alcohol and drugs.

-•10

No Christmas Carol
The following was written
ly Saga employ~
George Pryor _

r

It was the coldest Christmas Florida had seen In
half a century. For the citrus
Industry It was a stark Chrlstmas. For me, having been
unemployed for 2 1/2
months facing daily attendance in the soup line,
It was a bleak Christmas
except for a minor miracle.
The vice-president of the
institution in which I kept
my ever-dwindlin~ reserves
had invited me to Christmas dinner. · We had a
sumptuous meal. He surprised me with a present
and then admonished me
to find · a job and keep it.
After returning home as I
was walking across the
parking lot to the convenience store next to my
house, I became involved

In a conversation between
a young woman, destitute
and pregnant, and an elderly man affectionately
known to the mubile wo
men of the area as Santa
Claus. _ Appropriately at
Christmas, he was upbraiding her for her lack
of moraltty. To give her
some warmth until St. Luke's
Episcopal Church, as part
of a cold night program,
opened its doors and its
floors to the totally indigent,
I invited her to my rooming
house thinking to myself
that this Santa was in need
of a few didactic spirits.
I gave her some food
and milk as she obviously ✓
needed calcium, then began listening to her unfold
an autobiography ~hock-

Ing to one In even moderate poverty. When she was
eight, her parents had died
violently, leaving her in the
custody of an aunt. With
an absence of authority
she became involved -with
dubious cliques but had
managed to complete
high school. Seduced by
the conventional illusic;m
that Orlando is a mecca
for wayward job seekers,
with few skills, she migrated
from St. Louis.
For a time here she found
security qnd - developed,
an emotional attachment
living with a young man,
but- his motives were not
so sincere; after discovering she was pregnant, he
left.
Unfortunately, her
pregnancy was not ad-

vanced sufficiently for her
to be eligible for B.E.T.A,.
a local organization that
houses and cares for unwed mothers.
Financial and emotional
depression coincided. She
found herself on the street
in the soup line and at
night, she attempted to
keep warm in local bus
stations.
Eventually she
found motel space in a box
car where she was sexually
assualted. She showed me
a piece of broken glass
she now carried as a weapon.
With the temperature
· continuing to plummet, I
decided to let her stay
overnight.
I placed her
under an electric blanket
and there was a heater in

the room. A cooperaHve
Housemate lent me his
quarters.
Finally the 26th came
and the theremometer
began to rise.
N we
were eating breakfast, she
talked of resuming her
adolescent trade, prostitution, aUowing herself to
be caught, thus making
the state responsible for her
welfare. I was at a · loss for
an apt· moral bromide.
Shortly afterwards, she left
to continue her struggle
for survival in a steel and
concrete jungle.
For an unfortunate many
this is the American Nightmare.

Moscow Journal: The Plight oUhe Anti-Soviets
By Bill Viall
In
"Moscow
To
Mainstreet," Victor Frip
discusses the phenomenon
of Russian emigres in the
United States. In his introduction he delineates between the three major
epochs of Russian emigration: The late nineteenth
century migration of Rus•
sian Jews from the tsarist
pogroms,
the
postrevolution exodus from the
fledgeling Bolshevik regime,
and the latest emigratio_
n
which took place during the
seventies. Each of the three
waves of emigration had
distinguishing catalysts and
sociological and political
characteristics. Modern
students of Russian Studies
often focus on the last wave
while ignoring the two
previous epochs. Lead by
colorful figures like Alexander Solzhenitsn, the third
wave commands attention
on both sides of the Iron
Curtain. The original wave of
Russina Emigrants quietly
died off. Although not as
vocal or visible as the third
wave, the second epoch of
refugees still cling staunchly
to their historic ideals.
ihese fading survivors of
the Russian Revolution and

the ensuing Civil War have
maintained much of their
pre-revolutionary culture as
well as their original contempt for the communist
regime.
A while ago, I attended a
Russian Orthodox Church
service with a recently
emigrated Muscovite and
some aged refugees who
once fought for the last
Tsar, Nicholas II. On the
long ride to the service in St.
Petersburg (Florida) my
friend told me the stories of
the old veterans in the car in
front of us. Two of the men
had served as.officers in the
anti-Bolshevik White Army.
One of the men came to the
United States after the Russian Civil War, attended the
Harvard of the North, and
succeeded
with
his
engineering degree, and settled in the Winter Park area.
The smaller of the two
men, whom I will refer to as
Yakov Arturich had a particularly interesting story to
tell. He lead troops against
the Red Army at the age of
seventeen. When the
counter-revolutionary forces
failed and collapsed, he fled
to Hungary. While the
Bolsheviks waited for their

"World .Revolution," Yakov neighborhoods of the town.
Arturich waited for his On _, my way into the
chance to help topple the · onion-domed-church, I
Soviet regime. During the witnessed the arrival of old
Second World War, when men on three wheeled
Hitler's troops went Blit- bicycles, jabbering in Ruszkrieging through Hungary, sian. Surely a strange sight
Yakov sent his only son to under the hot Florida sun.
serve i_n Hitler's SS, too old Once inside I imm~diately
himself to resume the fight began to study the glossy
against the Communists. modern icons' decoraUng
The son was killed fighting the walls. I skimmed the
fetlow Russians but his familiar images of Biblical
father defends the decision figures and Russian saints;
to fight fascism to this day. trying to decipher the titles
In constant anticipation of written in Old Church
the Soviets demise and the Slavonic until my eyes
consequential return to his reached the bottom of one
motherland, Yakov never of the icons. The i-con
bothered to_ learn the depicted the routine hierarlanguages of his surrogate chy of saints and apostles
country. Handicapped by with the image of Christ topthis language barrier, the ping the Christmas treeformer member of the shaped panthean. At the
Tsarist bourgeoisie was base, Tsar Nicholas and his
relegated to menial labor ill-fated son Alexander were
such as dishwashing. He prominently represented;
emigrated to America after young Alexander adorned
the Second World War but with a halo.
only recently got around to
The small church quickly
attaining his U.S. citizen- filleq with the aging Russian
ship. (I have changed his believers. Many of the conname to protect him from gregatiens faces displayed
any retribution).
the signs of their traumatic
The Russian Orthodox life in exile. It is Russian OrChurch in St. Petersburg is thodox tradition for the connestled inconspicuously in g reg at ion
to
stand
one
of
the
poorer throughout the service

which often lasts four hours.
In our shorter two hour. service,
many
of
the
parishioners sat during
sanction periods; old Yakov
stood through much of the
service. One of . the old
"babushki" wore a large
"Reagan-Bush" button. On
the way out of the church, a
prominent "Vote Republican" sign confronted me.
That day I witnessed a
rare gathering of the fading
group of qriginal antiSoviets. These people bore
arms against the early
Bolshevik regime before
most westerners like
Wilson, Churchill or the
young Ronald Reagan even
heard the ominous- names:
Lenin, Trotsky, or Stalin.
These ancient defenders of
the last Romanov ruler have
I ived most their I ives
hopefully anticipating the
collapse of the Soviet
Regime and a return to the
Iife and culture they once
knew. The last of an
unreplenished breed, they
quietly go to their graves
with unfullfilled dreams..
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"Agnes of God" worthwhile theatre -fare
RevlewbyJJ

Student director, Anita Adsit, has
questionable. None the less,
continued a fln·e line of student
Carrie was pleasant as the
direct•~ productions with her. ,
sometimes hysterlcal, sometimes
salntly Agnes. The Mother Superior
recent success -Agnes of God . The
was adequately handled.by Miss
psycholog·i cal story of a· nun wh·o
has apparently given birth then _
Smetheram with the exception
murdered her ~hi'ld and the ·
that her face ·port.r ayed an age of
psychiatrist assigned to determine
fifty-ish and her hands looked like
her innocence/guilt of the crime~ ~
those of a twenty-year-old- a small
Agnes of God paints a very
make-up error. Particularly
unsta.ble picture of the practices
admirable was her abilfty to ,
of the Catholic church as well as
· downplay her own_anger in tl')e
the devotion and fear its mem·ber$ ·, . · vne fury of Davin bight's (the
share for it. For the most part, this
psychiatris·t). ·whe·n Light was being
all comes through clearly in the
a "shrink, she was f.ine. In her anger
student p~oduction. _
she let go with incredible ·. ·.
The casting ~f the show·was .
abandon- something an
particularly interesting. Carrie
educated psychiatrist wouldn't do.
Barton, portraying the innocentOf course there were several
heated scenes in which-the fury
minded Agnes, has in,-the past
played assorted wenches,
was expected, but Light frequently
budding teens, and whores- i_twas
managed to become Q White
a very violent reversal of roles for
Tornado, often drowning out the
her. Allee Arin Smetheram,
· emotional .Mother Mirianf Ruth . .·
unknown to this author, plays
Chemistry in Agnes of God,
Mother Miriam Ruth, the Mothe-r
·betwe~n cast members was
Superior.
Orlando
Sentinel
created nicely. Ev~n in light of
cQlu·mnist, Davin Light,.acts as Dr.
Miss Light's volumous
Martha Livingston, the psychologist
performance, all three actresses
worked. together well as three
role originated by Elizabeth
Ashley on Broadway.
individua~s dealing with a crisis.
The performances of these
Adsit eviden.tly has an eye for
. interpersonal relating. A play that
various roles varied.'" Personally, I
· en·j oyed Carrie's performance.
was once too often dull when I saw
However, to be honest, Agnes was
it starring Valerie Harper and
played almost identically to
Rosemary Murphy, was never dull
Ablgall in Miller's The Crucible. If
in the s-tudent production (yet was
this is to say that a prostitute and a_
unpleasant when the shrink got out
nun h_a ve a lot in common, the aim.
of line).
0

Technically, Agnes of God was
at best "ample." Naturally t.h e
show was 1-imited in scope
considering the playing space and
capabilities of the'Fred Stone
Theatre. However, the location of
the couch, upon which was much
important action, was rather
-awkward. It was nothing major,
and probably was unavoidable,
but annoying all the same.
· Agnes's spontaneous bleeding
was less thari electrifying and her
two scenes in which she
symbolically poses in a crucified
stance were very anti-climatic. Still
the set and light, ng did what they
were supposed tc;,.
· · On the whole Agnes of God left
most everyone with a touched
feeling. Between an excellent
script, good relating among
·p erf·ormers, and non-favoritist
staging, the play kept the
audience involved and
concerned. Several patrons
exited with tears in their eyes; I and
my partner left impressed with the
· overall messages we received
and unimpressed with Davin Light's
knack for schmaltz. Other than ·
minor technical/make-up
inconsistencies, Agn•s of Gof
touched the audience- showing us
ttlat there is more to religion than
mechanical sums and blind
. ·devotion.

Bulimia is ·not a country
by Mary Boothby

-

Whlle having breakfast the other morning,
a friend asked her what she was going to do
that evening and she replied thaf she was
going to a lecture. The friend said yea, what
is It about? On hearing her answer he broke
out laughing saying bulimia? Is fhat a country?! The girl looked at her friend and wanted
to laugh, if only out of politeness, but she could
not, she knew too much. When this friend found
out that bulimia was not a country he stopped
laughing too. But it wasn't his fault he didn't
know what this eating disorder called bulimia
was. It's not like people who suffer from it look
different or anything, because they don't.
They look like the person who lives down your
hal~ vour buddy in the pub, the person walking down the street, just ordinary people, but
they're hurting - a lot.

One such ordinary person" stood in front
of an audience in Bush on Monday, November 12 and told her story. Cynthia Rowland
is a recovered bulimic now showing a lot of
guts, emotion, and courage in telling her
story to thousands in order to help people
who also wrestle with this monster called bulimia. The room was deadly silent as Cynthia
spoke. The iisteners were absorbed into this
tale of absolute. hell that had been Cynthia's
world for twelve years. Somehow, she survived that hell. Upon entering the hospital
Cynthia was up to as many as l 00 laxatives
a day. A typical drive home included stops
at the cafeteria, all three McDonalds, the
Chinese smorgasbord, as well as the new
chicken place. She spent 300 dollars a
week on food and laxatives. Cynthia spent
11

twelve years of binging and purging and
feelings of guilt and s'1ame and low selfesteem. See," Cynthia said, "bulimia wasn't
the problem, it was the symptom." The symptom of underlying feelings of abandonment
and negative messages she received long
before the binging and purging ever began.
What's important is not what's on the outside, but what's on the inside. What counts,
what really counts in this crazy world is what
a person thinks, and how they feel, and how
they care for one another and themselves.
That Cynthia Rowland cares is obvious - just
ask anyone who was at the lecture. If there
is such a monster'' within you or someone
you know why not reach out, it can only help.
11
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Soccer.-ason
comes to an end
by Grica Staffield

The Rollins' men's soccer team ended their 1984.
season on Friday Nov. 9 with a game ag~ Div. 1
team Brooklyn College. Brooklyn entered the
game with an impressive 12-2-2 record, while
Rollins had an equally impressive-- 13-2-2 record.
It was Brooklyn College, however, which posted
a vicotry on this day, winning 4-2. Rollins had a.
1-0 lead at the end of the first half, and had controlled most of the game. Unfortunately for the
Tars, Brooklyn came out in the second half looking
like a different team. They scored four unanswered
goals before Rollins could once get on- the score
board. Keith Buckley and Bob Garlitz were the
goalscorers for the Tars. Garlitz ended the season
as Rollins' leading scorer, with Buckley behind
him in second place.
After the game, the waiting for bids began. It
was very uncertain whether the team would get a
bid. They had defeated Seattle Pacific and tied
F.I.U., both Div. 2 powerhouses, but lost to number one ranked Tampa. On Monday, the bids were
given: SF.attle Pacific, F.I.U., and Tampa all received bids, but Rollins did not. This was a big
disappointment for the team, esp~ially the Seniors, for whom there will be no "next year."
The Tars have six seniors graduating: co-captains Michael Garvanian and Joe Raymond, Paul
Butler, Chris Hampton, Dag Person, and Kenny
Marshall. These players will be missed next year
as they were all integral members of the team.
While Coach Beasley will have a ·tough time replacing them, he still has a good nucleus of returning players for next year.
Despite not getting a bid, this was a good year
for the men's team. Their record of 13-3-2 was a
yery good one; they defeated a top Div. 2 school
as well as several Div. 1 schools, and they crushed
arch rival U.C.F. Perh~ps the best part of this is
that they played entertaining, exciting soccer
while doing it.

Red Lobster®
•
pnces
•

are getting

We Offer

·ridiculous.
Introducing the Seafood 1iios. Broiled or Fried for only 56.95.

Cash For Quality

RECORDS,
CASSETTES
&

POSTERS
Best prices on everything from
current to collectibles!
LP's • EP's • 45's
Picture & Colored Vinyl Disks
Reggae
·
Rare Beatles Posters
T-Shirts
Diamond Needles
Guitar Strings
Drumsticks
Blank Cassettes
On Fai rbanks across the street from
Rollins and Mr. Grocer

629-11_13

Foreign films at Rollins
The Rollins Cinema Soci- WEEKEND, a beautiful
ety has presented five of its French film dep_
icting the
fourteen foreign films being destruction of our consumoffered this season. Still to er-oriented society.
come Is an eclectic group
Call or write for a comof the most classic films of plete season agenda, c/o
this genre available.
the English Department,
In January we will be Rollins College, P.O. Box
proud to _show the late 2666, Winter Park, FL 32789,
Francois Truffaut's master- telephone (305) 646-2191.
piece THE BRIDE WORE You .may see any of these
BLACK. This film was fittingly films lndlvldually for S2.50
dedicated by Truffaut to or take advantage of a
Alfred Hitchcock and fea- saving by subscribing to
tures Jeanne Moreau with a the society and seeing all
smashing musical score.
the remaining features for
Other future films are S2.00 each. If you subPasollnl's THE CANTERBURY scribe between now and
TALES, a ribald version in- January 13, subscribers
deed of Chaucer's travel- ONLY will receive special
ogue, replete with a mix- benefits: a bonus film, a
ture of eroticism, scatology, reception In May, and a
and pilgrims' playfulness; free guest night. Coll the
Bunuel's VIRIDIANA Is a rare English Department for
Spanish treat, once ban- further details.
ned In Spain but later won
All films are shown in Bush
a Cannes award; and in Auditorium, Rollins campus,
May we end our season at 7:30 p.m. on Sunday
with Jean Luc Godard's evenings.

Now you can get ,
three big portions of
seafoocfat the ridiculously low priE:e of just
$6.95. With our two
new Seafood Trio
.Dinners.
First, there's our broiled
Trio Dinner. It features scallops,
snow crab, and tender fish fillet stuffed with
deviled crab.

~---..._;;...1

If you prefer fried
seafood, try our Trio
Dinner with clam strips,
scallops, and a mountain
of Popcorn® Shrimp.
Unfortunately, both dinners are only available until
December 23. So hurry in. With
prices like ~hese, it'd be ridiculous to pass
them up.

Red Lobster®
Please see telephone directory fo.r the Red Lobster Restaurant nearest you.
Mt11t Major Credit Cartb: Aettpled

01964R.d.__.,.lnn1.C

STANLEY H. KAPLAN

AIEPUTATIIII THAT SPEAKS Fii lTSELFI

SAT.•GMAT•LSAT•GRE

ANO OVER 35 OTHER STANDARDIZED EXAMINATIONS

CLASSES

FORMING NOW!

ORLANDO AREA CENTER
2238 WINTER WOODS BLVD.
WINTER PARK, FL. 32789

&78-8400

I was a teenage Twinkie addict
by Anita Flxx
1would stare madly at them for
hours...thespongy forms driving my
tortured taste buds wild with hunger. No_
common sense would permeate my
unreceptive brain, which never found
much use for good health .. All I could
perceive was the epicurean delights I'd
experience as my rotted teeth and
glutton~us desire devoured the Innocent
Twinkle. Yes, I was a Hostess Twinkie Junkie
then. Experts say I still am.
I began small. When I was thirteen, a
. beady-eyed little freak named Seymour
Wabbly offered me a Ho-Ho, grinning
Insanely and knowing full well the habit he
was starting. I sunk m'l then trackless
teeth Into the chocolate cake and
wondered what all the fuss was, I didn-'t
feel anything. A week later my first ·
craving tor a Ho-Ho set In. I searched ·
franticly for Seymour only to find him in
the locker room with his 11 Hostessbuddles". I was shocked. Although I was
young, I'd heard the rumors...Sey.mour and
'his friends were Into Ding-Dongs! They
laughed at me as I gawked in disbelief,
sponge cake and cream oozing ·out of
their mouths. My stomach bade me run
but my now Inflamed need for a Ho-Ho
was unbearable.
11
Seymour!" I cried. 11A Ho-Ho, I gotta
have one."
11
Aln1·got none," he sarled in the usual
tone of a Ding-Dong freak. 11 But .Y OU .can
have a Ding-Dong, for a quarter!"
Aquarter! I'd never even considered
the posslblllty of actually paying for a
goodle. I dug deep into my little pockets,
tears streaming from my intense eyes, and
came up with a dime.
11
No good." Seymour said. ''A quarter or
nothing." By now my need for a Ho-Ho had
overwhelmed me. My lungs burst forth
with a blood-curdling howl.
She's trlppln" one of the Ding-Dong
groupies yelled. .
Somebody let her have a Ding-Dong!"
Amidst my pain and tears I felt my torment
reside as the soon to be familiar taste of
chocolate sponge cake and multichemlcal fllllng abated my mad hunger.
"Listen, I can set you up with a box a
11

week, Anita. It'll cost a couple bucks
though," Seymour cooed In mock
concern. Those were the good times.
Before long Seymour had me hooked
on Ding-Dongs, Ho-Ho's, little Debbles,
and Zingers. I would steal money from my
mom's pocketbook. One time I even
snitched $12.88 from the neighborhood
11
Clean-up Beenletown" kitty. My grades.
dropped dramaticaJly as I was frequently ....- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - found munching out on Sara Lee or Dolly
Maklson in the cloak room. I'd hide
behind trash cans and beat up the
smaller kids for their stash. Then I met Oz.
Oz, a Twinkle-pusher from the high-school
gave me my first hit of what was to
beco~e my way of life ...The Twinkie.
Non-addicts don't understand the full
cosmic implications of The Jwinkie. When
the junkie consumes his/her belov~d
Twink(a street slang), he/she finds a
fleeting euphoria not to be found in the
blandness of ca.rrots, soy bean, or brussel
sprouts. The mind spins into orbits that the
Space Shuttle could never reach.
Through Twinkies I attained an orgas·m ic
relationship with processed foods.
Aftef three months even Oz couldn't
stand me. Ha had since gone straight · _
and was only doing Dunkin-Munchkins.
Then one night, while brutally devouring a
twirt•P_
a ck, I was saved. A crowd gathered
round me to see my humiliation; to their
surprise, Richard Simmons stood like a
saviour from Greenwich Village .over me.
11
This girl is.not a criminal." he said.
"She's just fat. ·Rise O twisted wench and
repent and work that body until all thine
blub is no more."
·
It was a hard road to Salva.ti on, but I
endured. Experts say that "once a
Twinkie-fiend, always a Twinkie-fiend." Just
to remind myself of those turbulent days I
keep an empty box of Twinks under the
bed-but I am free. Thanks to Richard
Simmons and a good heart, a strong will,
and good taste, I t,ave removed the
·
sugary shackles from my feet and have
since become a socially respectable
alcoholic.
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10% OFF FOR ROLLINS .
WITH THIS AD!
I

at Aloma Shopping Center
Aloma Avenue
Call 677-8166
Surf Reports! -Cali: 677-SURF
SKATEBOARDS! CASUAL SHIRTS!
Bucci and Vuarnet sunglasses!

LOW PRICES! ! !

Anorexia is not realiy
very plea$ant
By Judy MIiam

JWe've Only Just Begun"
was 1he sor,g she cut- and

'1ad only Just begun to

very successful life as
a recording artist.
But
Karen Carpenter's life was
brought to an abrupt halt
by a seemingly Innocent
This diet soon turned
a psychological nightmare, labelled Anorexia

r•.

Nar.osa.

'8ychologlsts · translate
Nervosa Into a
definition of an
disorder In which the
11

dieter becomes obsessive- comes the .center of all
ly coms:>-elled to lose existence and the ability
weight, even after he/she to abstain from it- a way of
has become extremely life.
The symptoms of anorthin." ~ true as this definare relatively obvious.
exia
ition may be, anorexia inAn
anorexic
person usually
volves a great deal more
becomes
very
withdrawn
than Just being obsessed
from
friends
and
family.
with losing weight. It is an
The
desire
to
socialize
is deaddiction to dieting; It is
an emotional, physical, creased and the anorexic
psychological disturbance lives a life based on a rigid
in which a dieter eats, schedule. At least one hour
sleeps and breathes think- a day is usually spent on·
ing of defferent ways to- some form of rigorous exerC ONT PAGE 14
·lose weight.
Food be-

* Surf Teams Are Now Forming I *
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Sandspur's best loved recipes
(Why not, what the hell)

Anorexia
FROM PAGE 13

Deep Dish Pizza
(on a Studenrs Budget)
contributed by
Julla Adult
INGREDIENTS:
You wlll need a round
9" x 1 1/2" pan, a skillet
In which to brown ground
beef, and a large mixing
bowl.
1
package
PIiisbury
Oven-fresh biscuits (10
count)
1/2 lb. ground beef
1 oz. chopped mushrooms ( opt.)
22 oz. can of tomato
paste
21/2-3 oz. shredded mozzarella cheese (cheddar
or amerlcan may be substituted.)
5-8 black ollves, chopped (opt.)
1 tsp. oregano
1/2 tsp. garllc salt

NOTE· You may add or
delete Ingredients to
suit your personal tastes.
Recommended alternatives are slices of ham,
sausage, bacon bits, dif•
ferent cheeses, green
ollves, onions, and If
you're particularly adventurous, 1/ 4 tsp. crab
boll. You should, however, not delete the hamburger as It Is the base
for the rest of the dish.
HOWTO:
Grease the 9'' x 1 1/2"
pan, meanwhile brownIng the ground beef In a
skillet. After the meat
has been cooked and
strained of grease, open
the can of PIiisbury biscults and taking one biscult at a time, spread
them evenly over the
surface
(Interior,
of
course) of the round pan,
kneading them all t~e

Rou1aden (German beef
roll-ups)
contributed by
Vicki Llnebarler

INGREDIENTS:
Per person: one sllce London broll (or round steak)
less than 1/2" thick.
salt, pepper, accent, mustard, bacon (one sllce tor
each roll) cut In pieces
onion, diced; about one
tablespoon per serving,
Wesson oll, butter

HOWTO:

Pat beef slices with paper towels. Season with
s.alt, pepper, and accent.
Spread 3/4 tablespoon
mustard over beef and
arrange the pieces of
bacon over the prepared meat.
Sprinkle
onions evenly over the
beef. Roll up the London
broil, not too loosely, and
way up the -sides.
If fasten It with a skewer
spread correctly, ten bis- · or toothpick.
cults wlll adequately
Brown on all sides In a
little Wesson oil over
cover the pan.
Coat
the
recently med. heat.
Add one
dough-covered pan· with whole onion for flavor.
1/2 oz. of the tomafo ·Pour In 3/4 cups of hot
paste, saving the rest for water, cover and simmer
later. With the remaining (low'heat) tor about 21/2
Ingredients the pie fll. hours. Add enough hot
ling- Is made. Mix the water to make a thin
ground beef, mushrooms, gravy · (remove the onolives, and spices (along . Ion). Thicken gravy with
a · mixture of flour and
with the remaining tomato sauce) In a large mix- water If desired. Season
Ing bowl. Pour contents to personal taste with
Into prepared oven pan. salt, pepper, accent, and
Sprinkle
shredded Maggi-seasoning (If decheese over the top of sired). Before serving, rethe pizza.
move skewers/toothpicks.
Bake for 20-25 minutes
Serve with rice, nooat 425 degrees.
dles, or bolled potatoes..
Remove from oven, let
cool fo( 3-5 minutes and
serve. Makes 4-6 sllces,
each one a single serving. Serve with a salad
and/ or garllc bread.

Invitation to Creative Gallery
The member artists of the
Creative Art Gallery cordially
invite you to view an exhibit
of fine art and craft work·
entitled Creative Christ•
mas • The Third Annual
Christmas Handcraft 8t Art
Collection. This will be an
all member multi-media
show which will run from
November 13 through December 22. Included in this

show will be many affordable art works for creative
gift giving.
The Gallery is open to the
public Tuesday through
Saturday from 11 :00 - 4:00
p.m. and is located in the
Hidden Gardens area off
Park Avenue at 324 Park
Avenue North, Winter Park,
Florida.
Visit the Creative Art Gal-

lery soon and share an aesthetic Christmas with us. We
are Winter Park's only cooperative comprised of a
membership of area fine
artists and craftsmen.
Following Creative
Christmas the Gallery will
host Invitational which will
be shown from December
27 through January 26.

else. - Caloric intake Is reduced and oft-times what
is consumed is quickly gotten rid of, either by vomiting
or excessive use of laxatives. The anorexic becomes extremely perfectionistic and has a desire
to be around food (cooking and preparing it but
not eating It). The body becomes extremely emaciated, bones protrude, and
in- females, menstruation
ceases altogether. In ex. treme cases a soft, downlike hair begins to cover the
skin and scalp hair falls out
What makes me the expert
on this topic? .Well, I would
like to give a brief testimony
on my encounter, or should
I say seemingly endless
nightmare with anorexia.
In junior high school I was
a cheerleader and at lunch
time all of the cheerleaders
would sit together. I had
grown up eating very·wellbalanced and nutritional
meals but at this time, the
other girls ate junk food for
lunch. I had always had the
need to fit in, so I began to
develop terrible eating
habits. I would have
seconds on every ·meal
and seconds on every
dessert.. My once-petite
5'2" 100 lb. frame ballooned up to a not-so-tiny
120 lbs. I really don't know
how it happened, but
suddenly, I was very
chubby. My older brother
began to tease 'me, as well
as his friends and this hurtso I set out to "show ther:n."
My initial goal was to reclaim my 100 lb. figure .....
what a jok! .Within four
weeks I weighed 75 lbs.
During
the
weight
droppage I lost weight by
cutting back to 1000 calories a day and one half
hour of exercise daily. This
"game" I was playing was
.rather fun, so I increased
exercise to an hour daily
and decreased calories to
500 a day. However, I
started doing very bizarre
things. If I didn't do exactly
an hour's worth of exercise
or ·e at 500 calories or less,
I'd punish myself by more
exercise and fewer calories
the following day. I knew
the amount of calories in
everything. My head was a
caloric calculator. I started

washing gravy, butter or
toppings off my prepared
food (yes, even in restaurants. I recall washing a
burger patty off in a
McDonald's bathroom
sink-you should've seen the
looks I got) and ate my
morning cereal with water,
not milk. My parents and
friends noticed my strange
behavior and distorted
body and pleaded for me
to gain weight. I thought
"they're only jealous."
Of course I changed
altogether physically. I
looked like a Cambodian
refugee; that's what the kids
at school called me. I lost
two shoe sizes,. four clothes
sizes and my menstrual
cycle. I had difficulty sitting
down, due to lack of
"cushion" and also found It
hard to talk because my
vocal muscles weren't
getting enough· nourishment qnd I hadn't the
energy to force out the
words. Trips to the doctor
made me laugh. He
thought he could make me
eat~"let him try," I thought
with a snicker. But my final
visit brought my "game" to
a complete standstill. The
doctor turned to me and
said "Judy, this may not
mean anything to you now
at age 14, but losing weight
like this may have threatened your ab_ility to have
children. If you keep losing
weight, I'm going to put you
in a hospital where they'll
pump calories into you
·through an I.V. needle."
Well, like I said-those two
sentences did it. I acquired
therapy and·began eating
normally as well as gained
back the necessary weight.
This article was not written
to evoke sympathy or pity.
Nor was it written to "scare."
Well, maybe it was written
to scare, or warn people
not to be careless with dieting. If you need to lose
weight, do it the right way
with a doctor's or dietician's
advice. I was lucky enough
to have a second chance
and escape from my night•
mare, but a lot of people
don't "wake up" in time.
Remember you've only got
only body-why waste it?.....

Women's Volleyball Team
finishes with honors ·
by Letitia Myrick
The fourth year Division Il volleyball team entered this season with the kind of expectations
that conference rivals Florida_Southern and T~pa
have carried for many years. Since the season
opener, the focus has been on performance, progress, and prominence.
"They've reached my goals for this season.
They've played well. They've upset teams. And,
they've come close to defeating many other," remarked Coach Peggy Jarnigan. Jarnigan continued: "We have better than a .500 record (25 and
13) and we've been regionally ranked in the top 5
every week since the season opener at Charleston,
S.C." Not only have they maintained regional
ranking, but, th~y've also sustained top recognition in the state and in the nation. The. only unrealized goal and the one Jarnigan feels is ultimate, is the winning of the Sunshine State Con- ference Title. "Our conference is the toughest
in the entire region. After all of our state, regional,
and national recognition as competitive contenders, we still can't get out of our conference. That
just goes to show how tough this conference is.
But don't count us out because, soon, we will make
history."
As evidenced, the Lady Tars have completed
one of the most successful seasons in Rollins' Volleyball history. They've compiled · a 25 and 13
overall record.
At the conference tourney, the Tars, seeded
third, were defeated in their first match by number
two seed, Florida Southern. In the consolation
game against Eckerd College the Lady Tars displayed their devastating abilities as they swept
the Lady Triton's, in three· straight, to maintain
their no. 3 seat.
However, their prominent performances didn't
begin at the Sunshine State Conference. Instead,
the Lady Tars have made impressive showings all
year long. They've been prime coz~tenders for
every tournament. They've been the team to beat.
They proved this prominence to be tru~ by winning the Charleston tourney, by placing second
at the West Georgia and the Stetson Invitationals,
and ½by taking fourth at Troy, Alabama. A major
factor in such achievements has been the increaseand the availability of athletic scholarships in the
volleyball program.
Although the team will be losing seven seniors,
via graduation, next year's team will still be one of
the best Rollins has ever fielded. As Coach Jarnigan adds, the Tars will still be one of the best teams
around. We will be offensively strong, depending
on All-S~ate and All-Conference member Tanya
Collins, All-Conference honorable mention,
Colleen Nagy, and Junior, Debbie Sokolowski.
The experience of freshmen spikers Nancy Parker
and Dana Gebhart will b~ depended upon as well
as the defensive abilities of Anne Bolling and
Kathy Barma. Hovjever, the experience -of our
veteran setters Lisa Spalding and Letitia Myrick, ~, ·
and our defensive players Kori Rae and Kristin
Klebacha will be greatly missed.
·At this ½time, I feel it necessary and appropriate to recognize this year's recipients to the AllSunshine State Conference Team. Colleen Nagy
and Polly Beardslee received honorable mention. Lisa Spalding and Debby Knorowski received second team All-Conference honors. And,
Tanya Collins was a recipient of First Team AllConference award. Lisa Spalding also earned a
spot on the All-Conference team. Congratulations
on a job well done! "I am exceptionally proud
to have had these girls receive honors," concludes
Peggy Jarnigan.

Women's volleyball team
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Ro]Jins crew is looking up
brllosi-Mulls
There is something stirring in
the air around the U. T. Bradley
Boathouse these days. It's not,
however, the perfumed scent
hom the nearby sewage pumping station, but rather the air of
winning that has returned to the
lofty rafters of the "House that
Brad built." It appears that
Rollins may finally shed the
stigma that has been hanging
over the Rollins crew team for
the past few years. It is still too
early to exult over the emergence ofa new age for Rollins
crew, however, it appears that
Rollins is finally · on the road
towards respectability. Only
time will reveal whether or not
Rollins retains its reputation as
the premier rowing program in
the south. Nonetheless, one
would not be committing a faux
pas by adding Rollins crew has
turned the comer.
On November 10, Rollins
took a skeleton team comprised
mainly of freshman novice, to
Atlanta for the Head of the
Chattahoochee Regatta. Being
a head race, this meant the distance would be three miles as
compared to the standard Henley mile (1.2 miles). In addition, this was the first time Rollins has made an appearance at
ahead race.
In the men's and women's
novice single lzzie Brown and
Mitzi Carr finished first and
third respectively. In addition,
lzzie finished fifth overall beating five men.
The women's open four took
third place honors. This boat
was the only experienced one
brought to Atlanta and they
proved that they could hold
their own. Much is expected
from these four come springtime. With four months between now and the spring season, don't be surprised if these
young ladies are the team to
beat in Florida. For the record
they are; Chris Reiger, bow;
Liz Olsen, two; Ashley Tarr,
three; Pam Chase, stroke; and
Allene Marin, coxswain.

Last, yet certainly not least,
were the performances tumed
in by the men's fresh/novice
boats. In the fresh/novice eight,
a foul-up in communications
resulted in their missing valuable practice time the day before the race which can be directly attributed to their eighth
place finish out of eleven.
Nevertheless, they rowed a
strong race considering this
was the first time they had
rowed a head race and the first
time they had rowed competitively.
The frosh/novice four· finished. second out of eleven
boats, silencing the skeptics.
This reporter is not one to revel
about a second place finish, yet
considering the outstanding
performance by the frosh/novice four in the face of some extremely worthy opposition,
words cannot express my
praise. One can only gloat over
the prospects the future holds
for this four. The names of these
mortals are as follows; Phil
Roofthofft, bow; Rick conger,
two; Nate Benjamin, three;
Scott Austin, stroke; and Susan
Abrahamson, cox.
On November 17, at Tampa
by-Pass Canal, the annual
frosh/novice race occured.
Rollins' performance the past
few years has been marginal at
best best this year it would
prove otherwise.
Beginning with the men's
frosh four, nearly identical to
the previous week's frosh/novice four save stroke, Rollins
gameredya second place medal
edging out UCF, Tampa, and
Jacksonville University while
finishing six seconds behind
the University of Miami. The
boat consisted of; Phil
Roofthooft, bow; Rick Conger,
two; Nate Beµjamin, three; Jim
Quinn, stroke; and Susan
Abrabarnson, cox.
In the following race, Rollins
men's freshman eight rose to
the occasion by staving off
UCF, FIT, and Jacksonville in

taking third while finishing
twelve seconds behind
"A"
and Tampa. The reason this
race was so remarkable was
·that four of the eight had raced
only fifteen minutes prior. Not
to mention that· Rollins frosh
eight is the entire frosh team.
Unlike UCF, Jacksonville, and
FIT WHO HAVE FOUR OR SO
EIGHTS OF frosh/novice, Rollins has but one. These new
apostles of the oar are; John
Henry, bow; Joe Maer, two;
George- Munson, three; Brad
"Francisco" Lowe, four; Nate
Benjamin, fi"ve; Rick Conger,
six; Phil "Sloan Baby"
· Roofthooft, seven; Jim Quinn,
stroke; and Susan Abrahamson, cox.
The frosh/novice _ race in
Tampa concludes the fall crew
season. For now, all remains
-quiet at the UT Bradley Boathouse. But not for long because
practice resumes January 8
when the upperclassmen return
to ply their skill on the waters of
Lake Maitland. Anyone interested in rowing for Rollins, can
still join by contacting coach
Tom Bineberry at the Enyart
Field House. If you think you
may be outclassed and are
apprehensive about trying out,
think again. Rowing, unlike
baseball and soccer, requires
little time in learning the
basics. However, rowing is
m~ch akin. to chess in that it is
easy to learn yet hard to master.
Physically speaking, rowing
ranks near the very top. Rowing has strength requirements,
and mental stamina and rowing
is virtually injury free.
One more thing: Rowing is
not for the vacuous nor lanquid
-type. But if you are. willing to
sacrifice some leisure time and
are not afraid to put your body
into its top .physical condition,
then we'll see you January 8.
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-OVERSEAS EMPI.OYMENT
WORLD-SIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN AND WOMEN!
JAPAN - EUROPE - AFRICA - AUSTRALIA - THE SOUTH
PACIFIC - SOUTH AMERICA-THE FAR EAST.
EXCELLENT BENEFITS. HIGHER SALARIES AND WAGES!
FREE TRANSPORTATION! GENEROUS VACATIONS!
More than 300,000 Americans
Japan, Africa, The South
- not including members of
Pacific, The Far East, South
the armed services - are
America ... nearly every part
now living overseas. These
of the free world!
people are engaged in nearly
(3). Companies and
everypossible activiGovernment agencies
ty ... construction, engineeremploying personnel in nearing, sales, transportation,
ly every occupation, from
secretarial work, accounth_e unskilled la borer to the
ting, manufacturing, oil
college trained professional
refining, teaching; nursing,
man or woman.
government, etc.-etc. And
(4). Firms· and organiza- .
many are earning $2,000 to
tions engaged in foreign con$5:ooo per month ... or more!
struction projects, manufacTo allow you the opturing, mining, oil refining, ·
portunity to .apply for
engineering, sales, services,
overseas employment, we
teaching, etc., etc.
have researched and compil(5). How and where to aped a new and exciting direcply for overseas Government
tory on overseas employjobs.
ment. Here· is just a sample
(6). Information about
of what our International
summer jobs.
Employment Directory
(7). You will receive our
covers.
Employment Opportunity
( 1). Our International
Digest...jam-packed with inEmployment Directory lists
formation about current job
dozens of cruise ship comoppo.rtun_ities. Special sec~
panies, both on the east and
tions features news of
west coast. You will be told
overseas construction prowhat type of positions the
jects, executive positions
cruise ship companies hire,
and teaching opportunities.
such as deck hands,
90 Da_y Money
restaurant help, cooks,
Back Guarantee
bartenders, just to nai:ne a
Our International Employ•
few. You will also receive
ment Directory is sent to you
several Employment Apwith this guarantee. If for
plication . Forms .that you
any reason you do not obtain
may send directly to the
overseas employment or you
companies you would like to
are not satisfied with the job
work for.
offers ... simply return our
(2). Firms and organizaDirectory within 90 days and
tions employing all types of
we'll refund your money propersonnel in Australia,
mptly ... no questions asked.

ORDER FORM
International Employment Directory
131 Elma Dr. Dept. T21
Centralia, WA 98531
Please send me a copy of your International Employment
Directory. I understand that I may use this information for 90
days and if I am not satisfied with the results, I may return
your Directory for an immediate refund. On that basis I'm
enclosing $20.00 cash .... check .... or money order .... for your

Directory.
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
please print

Travel Rite

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.nPT# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~TATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~IP

International Employment Directory 1984

TRAVEL
PROFESSIONALS

__z4

153 East New England Avenue
Winter Park, Florida 32789
(305) 64 7 -4034
708 Turnbull Ave. Suite 103
Altamonte Springs, Florida 32701
(305) 339-8111

When the Tao hits the Dow
"It's the best literary news of
the season!"
-TOM ROBBINS

IMPORTANT
TO"ALL REGULAR _FULL TIMI; STUDENTS
.

'

·FREE TREATMENT is provided at the DuBois Center for illnesses such
as sore throat, rashes, -stomach ache, eye problems and other minor illnesses.
As stated in the Student Medicar Reimbursement brochure (which you
received in the Campus MaiJ in September) benefits for illness are NOT
PAYABLE under the Basic Plan, except as follows:
"Outpatient consultant fees for illness are payable ONLY when recommended by the DuBois Center up to a maximum benefit of $25.00."
"Outpatient laboratory and X-ray fees for illness are payable ONLY
when recommended by the DuBois Center up to a total' benefit of
$75.00 per illness~"
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PLEASE READ YOUR ~NSl)RANCE BROCHURE AND POLI.CY (both .
of which were sent to you in Septembet). If you would like additional
copies, please pick them up at the DuBois Center.
The above information does NOT APPLY to injuries, surgery or confinement as an inpatient in a hospital.

For referral after hours and weekends:
Call 646-2000 (Campus Operator) and you will be put in contact with
the College Physician.

Only at the ·p u·b •••
End the fall term with class ·

Rollins Pub
in conjunction with

Dexters Wine & Che8se
presents a wine tasting.
Select wines available
Help select the Pub's
- future house wine! ·•

Pre-advanced tickets
available in the Pub
$5.00 per person
$9.00 per couple

.

.

Wednesday, Dec.12 at 8:30 ·
Watch -·tor "Fast Times
at Ridgemont High"

WINTER PARK
OFFICE SUPPLY
A

• School Supplies
Calendars
• 0ate~Book~ .
• Posters
•

1

•

-

t!

• Study Lamps
• Photo Albums
• Fine Pens & Pencils
., Wrapping Paper

Unique Hosiery
Collection

629-4600
117 E. Lyman Avenue•
Winter park
(Behind Park Avenue Building)
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.,
Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

W,yAo'S

Fine Lingerie • Foundations
Swimwear • Loungewear

218 Park Avenue N.
Winter Park, FL 32789
Telephone: 629-1705
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T<1rPits .
-~,~ David Gree~g
The Rollins Women's Soccer team recently ·
ended their fall season with a 3.:5-1 record. However, the~ mark is not indicative of Jhe achievements they posted this season. Two of their losses·
were again~ Barry University, already a varsity
team. Two more of their defeats came at the hands
of Division I UCF, who .ranked in the nation's top ·
ten this year, and who were recently eliminated
in post-season action. The Lady Tars came away
with victories against Erskine College, Flagler,
and the Orlando Cyclones, an amateur team. They
will get in plenty of practice this winter as they
compete in the intramurals. At press time, it was
unknown as to what their spring schedule will be,
however, they will most likely compete at that
time. There is also no more information yet as to
their chances to receive varsity status.

chance
for Head
Coach Tom
Klusman to see'l.how
.
.
.
his .t eam looks under game situation pressures.
In fact, all .but three of the Tars saw action. Scott
Kinney, .a- fo~ard, had a game high 24 points,
while Center Don Scheel lead the team in r&
bounds with seven. ·Guard Bubba Cooper shot for
12 points, w~e keeping up his usual aggressive
play, a trait the Tars ·will need for success this
year. Freshmen Curt Fiser showed that he wilJ be
a valuable asset to the squad as he hit for 10 points
. in limited playing time. The big difference in the
Tars' overall performance was that they hit 60% of
their fi~ld goal attempts in the ~ond hall, as
opposed to 36% in the first hall.
One of the tlfi'.ngs that has to have Coach
Gloria Crosby excited about the up-coming basketball season is the experience and leadership
she will have on her side. · Since this is only Ithe
fourth year that.the Lady Basketball Tars have rad
scholarships, this season should J?IOVe to J;>e the
bets they have had in a long time.
Re~umirig to the Tars' line-up this year are three
- time All-America Mary McDaniel and two time
All-America Stephanie Glance. McDaniel became the first woman in Rollins history to total
more than 1,000 career points last season. Teammate ,G lance can pose some problems for the
opposition too, as the talented junior can pass,
shoot, and run the offense as well as anyone .. Senior tri-captain Jenne Lawrence . and junior Hope
Read return this year to give the Tars some much
needed leadership and experience.
Sophomores Rhonda Vasquez and Cindy Blocker will again solidify the Tars' offensive attack.
Two more hard working sophomores, Linda Trimble and Dahlie Dawson, figure to make the Tars
all the more awesome in 1984.
Blend the above talents with the zeal of the newcomers, and Rollins will become much .more than
a threat to conference foes. 6'2" Renee Gibson of
Eustis, ex-Lake Howell teammates Mary Johnson
and Monica McNeil from Casselberry, and the
5'11" Denise Hindle of Snellville, Georgia, bring
all the enthusiasm required for exciting team play·.
Once again, Rollins ~ play in the rugged Sunshine State Conference this year. The season's
schedule is highlighted by a mid-season trip to
Annapolis, Maryland, for a game with the U.S.
Naval Academy. All things considered, the Lady
Tars will be stronger at each positi<?n on the floor,
and able to handle this year's competitive schedule.

The RolliIJs Men's Basketball team could very
well be· headed for their most productive season
in three years. This year's squad, consisting of only
two seniors, will tum to two juniors, forwards Scott
Kinney and Jimmy Silcott, in the clutch. The 6'5"
Kinney poured iJ:l 19 pts. a game last season, and
Silcott averaged 10. 9 from his spot on the floor. A
third returning starter, 6'7" Don Scheel, figures
to give the Tars plenty of rebounding power.
Four other returning lettermen provide · depth
and valuable experience at the guard and forward
positions. Seniors Bubba ~ooper and Jim Schoeck,
along with sophomore Larry Gamer will do most of
the ball handling in the backcourt. 6'3" forward
Andy Hungerford from Boone High in Orlando,
plans to see action for the Tars this season also.
·
Some new faces in Rollins uniforms will balance
out the remainder of the squad. Sophomore guards Jeff Ritter of Anderson, Irtdiana and Pat Harrington of Concord Massachusetts, along with freshmen Dan Michalak of Norwood, New York and
Jeff Woll of Cincinnati, Ohio are all adept at running the Tars offense. Top Florida recruits Curt
Fiser of Tampa Catholic, Stuart Smith of Sanford
Seminole, and Brad McElroy of Orlando Edgewater will contribute to the Tars' success this year.
At press time, the Tars have only played in one
exhibition game against Division I University of
Calgary. The outing proved to be one of, if not the
best matches I have seen in the three and a hall
years I have been here. The 66-65 Rollins win
was highlighted by Jeff Woli's jump shot with one
second remaining in the game. It was a great

A Farewell Tribute
A Farewell Tribute
The team will certainly miss the camaraderie
and the unity of the graduating seniors. However,
the influential closeness h~ been congenially
instilled in those that are left behind. Therefore,
. the true mark of tradition will be genuinely carried on. For them, it is over. They will never pass
this way again. But there are things never forgotten - the friendships they've come to know and
the families they've adopted. They will never forget. They will always exist, even life's distances

-

will never erase the time they've shared. It is true
that their lives will change. They will each have
their own to live. But, as the miles separate them,
they can't forget the ones they've shared together.
Memories are funny things. They will appear when
least expected. . . a song or a word will bring them
back again. They will never manage to put it all
behind them ... to putll it from their minds. But,
the best part about that is, they will never want to.

Tars Waterski
Team~aving
problems .
by David Tefu:CID.i

On November 10 and 11, the men's and women's
varsity waterski team participated in their last tournament of the season which was hosted by the
University of South Florida in St. Petersburg. The
University of Central Florida, Florida Southern
College, and Florida State University were among
the five tough opponents that Rollins faced.
For the men's team, Chris Swann won all three
events: jumping, tricks, and slalom. In the jumping event, Swann flew 141 ft. which is only 14 ft.
shy of the national -intercollegiate record. Coming
in third place for the Tars was Hutch Haines with
a jump of 126 ft. However, in the slalom event,
Swann did manage to set a new national intercollegiate record by skiing around 70 bouys. The
previous record was 69 bouys. Overall, the men's
team ·won with 1750 points.
Unfortunately, the women's team did not fare
as well even though Heidi Witherall .won both
the jumping event and the slalom event. Witherall
accidently fell during the tricks event and received no points. Overall, the women's team came
in second place with 680 points, while UCF's
woment came inf irst with 1050 points. The overall
combination of both.the men's and women's scores
gave the Tars second place in the tournament
foll~wing closely behind UCF who came in first
place.
,
Many problems plague the young and inexper- .
ienced women's team. Since many of the women
skiers .graduated or left Rollins last year, the team
is presently rebuilding. To make matters worse,
five out of the seven members of the team are
either Freshmen or inexperienced. Furthermore,
no scholarships are given out by the school for
the women's or men's team. Despite all of these
overburdening problems, the women Tars are
trying to overcome their · pr~blems with a lot of
practice and patience. However, there seems to be
one potentially ;major problem that exists among
the team members that no amount of practice will
resolve it. The problem lies within the large gap
between the skill level of Heidi Witherall and her
inexperienced teammates. _It seems that because
Witherall is so far ahead (skill-wise) as compared
to her teammates, a feeling of inferiority and
pressure had been generated among her teammates. Simone Zoller, a member of the women's
tec:µn who has been waterskiing for only one year,
had-tliia, to say, "She (Witheraj1) '"1 ' ii Slipet,; skier,
there µ; _no doubt about that, and _sh~_teaxShes us ·
a'1ot pf skills, but it's not always motivating to have
someone who is so superior, knowing that you'll
never be as good." Zoller went on to say that, '
"Even though this inferiority exists, I still find
skiing rewarding." On the other hand, Zoller and
another teammate feel that Witherall also provides
a good model for them to follow and learn from.
Hopefully, with a lot of practice and understanding, the women's waterski team can resolve their
problems before their spring season.
Paul Harris, coach of the Tars men's and women's team, will be on sabatical next spring, and
Warren Witherall will be filling in. The first meet
of the spring season will be hosted by Rollins here
on Lake Virginia on February 16 and 17.
1
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mtt .ng more
THAN FOOD ...
A TRAD·I TION

OF GLUTTONY!
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